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Abstract:
Benjamin Franklin’s fluid theory of electricity is widely seen as a pivotal development in the
history of electricity. First articulated in 1747 and published in 1751, Franklin’s account offered
what many see as the area’s first organizing system, setting in place concepts and terms still in
use today. Within a few years of his work’s release, Franklin had gone from a virtual unknown to
perhaps the most respected electrician in Europe, his theory becoming the most widely adopted
framework to date. This rise is often attributed to the singular novelty and explanatory scope of
his ideas. In reviewing the literature prior to his writing, however, one finds that most of
Franklin’s central premises were already in circulation at the time of his writing, suggesting that
conceptual novelty is at most a partial explanation for his impact and raising the question of what
other factors were at play. The present study argues for the centrality of three features: the
directness and relative simplicity of his theoretical exposition, the immediate applications of his
framework to the recently discovered Leyden jar, and the peculiar potency of Franklin’s
background and work with lightning for Enlightenment audiences.
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Introduction
Benjamin Franklin is likely the most significant electrician of the eighteenth century. First
published in 1751, his Experiments and Observations established what some regard as the first
paradigm or organizing theory of electricity.1 The book was, according to contemporary
testimony, among the most sought-after texts of its kind, and within its author’s lifetime, it
appeared in each of Europe’s principal research languages, passing through no fewer than five
editions in English.2 Franklin was hailed as among “the wisest philosophers of this century,” and
a review of the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society reveals that his name and
preferred terminology appear in as many as three quarters of electrical publications between
1751 and 1790.3 As usual, the question is why. What made Franklin’s interventions so impactful,
and why, of all those working in the area, was he the one to have this impact?
Given the way Franklin was spoken of, a fair assumption to make (and one that has been made
many times) is that his work approached electricity in a particularly novel way, and in line with
this, a wide array of features have been highlighted as uniquely or characteristically Franklinian.4
Instead of “effluvial” particles circulating around agitated bodies, the American presented
electricity as the result of a single elastic fluid, something driven not by collision but by forces of
attraction and repulsion. His account, it is often said, was the first to make significant use of
conservation principles, to employ the notion of charge, and to state its commitments with any
degree of precision.5 On closer examination, however, such explanations prove hard to sustain, as
most of the cited features can be found in prior work. Indeed, there existed systems virtually
indistinguishable from Franklin’s in terms of the basic forces and entities proposed.
Rather than a novel ontology or conceptual scheme, the present study argues, the success of
Franklin and his theory depend on a confluence of subtler factors. First, it is argued, Franklin’s
formulation of the theory was clearer and far easier to use than those of his peers and
predecessors. Though the fundamental assumptions were similar to what came before, the theory
found in his Experiments and Observations is direct and presented far more succinctly than
earlier versions, making it simpler for newcomers to follow and far more straightforward for
designing experiments. Second, he arrived soon after a massive increase in technical capacity
and an unprecedented surge of interest in electricity brought about by the discovery of the
Leyden jar. In presenting his account, then, Franklin had the advantage of a larger, more focused
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audience as well as a far more powerful and reliable set of experimental tools. Finally, Franklin
was both a contributor to and a beneficiary of major shifts in the culture of eighteenth-century
philosophy. In part because of his background and in part because of the spectacular nature of his
experiments with lightning, Franklin became a leading symbol of the Enlightenment. The image
of a far-flung printer coming, through self-education and experimentation, to steal lightning from
the gods proved irresistible to the self-styled defenders of reason, who spread his ideas with
exceeding vigor and, in the long run, helped to transform Franklin from one physicist among
others to “the Prometheus of modern times.”6

Background
Formation and Spread of the System
Before turning to the legend, though, let us consider the man himself. Benjamin Franklin was
born in 1706 to Josiah and Abiah Franklin of Boston, a town of less than eight thousand at the
time (the largest in the colonies).7 The fifteenth of seventeen children, Franklin entered what then
constituted a middle-class household. By trade, his father was a dyer and chandler, and while
they had hoped Benjamin would become a minister, the family could afford only two years of
formal schooling. Like many in New England, however, he had been taught to read from an early
age. When Franklin was twelve, he was apprenticed to his elder brother James, who had recently
set up his own shop. Benjamin took to the activity well and over the course of his teenage years
practiced his writing under pseudonyms in James’ New-England Courant. The arrangement was
a source of conflict within the family, however, as Benjamin was, by his own admission, both
“saucy and provoking.”8 At seventeen, Franklin opted to leave the apprenticeship, departing from
Boston and eventually relocating to Philadelphia, which served as home for the remainder of his
life.
Intellectually, his philosophical interests can be traced to his years in Boston. During and even
before his apprenticeship, he spent much of his free time reading. In the early years, religious
texts were his principal materials, but the young Franklin occasionally ventured into the territory
of natural history, meteorology, and rhetoric.9 Hoping to supplement his brief grammar-school
education, he also worked through Cocker’s Arithmetick as well as the Port Royal Logic and
Locke’s Essay concerning Human Understanding, which informed his views on the acquisition
and communication of knowledge.10 As he grew older, it is likely that he also kept apprised of
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happenings in experimental philosophy through his friend Isaac Greenwood, an electrician who
served as a resident assistant to the Royal Society’s chief experimenter, J. T. Desaguliers, in
1725–26.11 In 1740, Franklin helped organize a series of lectures by Greenwood dealing in part
with the phenomena of electrical attraction and repulsion.12 But like many others, he showed his
first real interest in the topic sometime in the middle of the decade. More specifically, it seems
that his interest was piqued in 1743, when he was shown a selection of displays by the itinerant
lecturer Archibald Spencer (referred to as “Doctor Spence” in his autobiography).13 Spencer’s
lectures covered a wide range of philosophical topics, but doubtlessly the most exciting was a
canny demonstration “that Fire is Diffus'd through all Space, and may be produced from all
Bodies.” In a version of English electrician Stephen Gray’s famed “Flying Boy” experiment,
Spencer drew sparks from the feet of an electrified child suspended in midair by a series of
insulating silk bands. Though “imperfectly perform’d,” Franklin reports, the showman’s
experiments “surpris’d and pleased” him, having at that point enough novelty to overcome any
shortcomings of presentation.14
Spurred by the show, Franklin began a more serious reading of the electrical literature. Though
he’d long had an interest in experimental philosophy, records of his personal library holdings
suggest that he only began subscribing to the Royal Society’s Philosophical Transactions in
1744. At some point, we know, he must have also consulted Desaguliers’ A Course of
Experimental Philosophy, as it is referenced favorably in his 1744 account of the famous
“Pennsylvanian Fireplace,” or Franklin Stove.15 Both resources provided a firm grounding in
English electricity, but if they proved insufficient, he could have also consulted a number of
relevant volumes from the joint subscription library he’d established with friends in 1731,
including Hauksbee’s Physico-Mechanical Experiments and abridgments of the Philosophical
Transactions covering the years from 1700 to 1720.16 Whether from lack of time or energy,
however, at least another year passed before he began his own experiments. These, as both his
autobiography and period letters attest, began only after Franklin received a gift from his friend
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and longtime correspondent Peter Collinson. The Quaker merchant and Royal Society Fellow
had been encouraging natural philosophy in America for some time, donating books and
instruments to American experimenters and to Franklin’s Library Company of Philadelphia on a
number of occasions.17 In 1745, one of his gifts included a glass rod and an unnamed pamphlet
describing “new German Experiments in Electricity,” most likely a translation of Albrecht
Haller’s review for the Bibliothèque Raisonnée.18
The pamphlet, which arrived sometime in the fall, outlined results obtained following the
adoption of mechanical generators in Germany. Instead of generating charge by manually
rubbing glass tubes, as Franklin did for his earliest studies, such machines employed glass
cylinders or globes that could be rotated using a crank or pedal. To generate charge, the glass was
rubbed against the hands of an experimenter or a rubbing cushion attached to the machine’s
frame. This charge, in turn, was collected by a chain or bit of thread and relayed to an insulated
metal rod known as a prime conductor (see figure 1, left), providing experimenters with
comparatively large concentrations of charge and allowing a range of novel experiments.
Exciting developments included the coaxing of electrical fire from ice, the simultaneous
electrocution of some twenty volunteers, and a “gallant experiment” in which barbed kisses were
drawn from a woman who was electrified while standing atop an insulating pitch stand (a simple
variation on the experiment Franklin had seen Spencer perform).19 “Could one believe,” the text
asked, “that a lady’s finger, that her whale-bone petticoat, should send forth flashes of true
lightening [sic], and that such charming lips could set on fire a house?”20 Compared to Spencer’s
“inexpert” attempts and Greenwood’s simple displays of attraction and repulsion, such claims
doubtlessly stood out. Electricity, if the pamphlet was to be believed, had now entered an era of
“miracles” filled with medical treatments and still more exotic applications just waiting to be
discovered.21
Intrigued, Franklin set about performing what experiments he could with Collinson’s glass tube.
The first, begun in late 1745 or early 1746, were likely replications of or variations on those
found in the English literature.22 Soon, however, he began his own research, and over the course
of the year, his designs became increasingly sophisticated. Franklin began collaborating with
friends Ebenezer Kinnersley, Thomas Hopkinson, and Philip Syng, allowing for the execution of
multi-person tests. Not long after this, the group managed to acquire a few generators of their
17
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own, including one bought from Spencer and another designed by Syng, allowing much greater
buildups of charge and much more impressive displays.23 By 1747, it seems, the Philadelphians
were giving shows quite regularly. As Franklin told Collinson in May of that year, “I never was
before engaged in any study that so totally engrossed my attention and my time as this has lately
done; for what with making experiments when I can be alone, and repeating them to my friends
and acquaintance [sic], who, from the novelty of the thing, come continually in crowds to see
them, I have, during some months past, had little leisure for any thing else.”24 These
demonstrations probably included the mainstays reported in the 1745 pamphlet, experiments like
the racy electric kiss and the daring ignition of wine spirits by touch. The most exciting displays,
however—and the most important from the perspective of Franklin’s trajectory as an
experimenter—likely came from something more recent, a powerful and still somewhat
mysterious device now known as the Leyden jar (figure 1, right).25

Figure 1. Left, the standard means of charging and discharging a jar (image courtesy of the
Bibliothèque nationale de France).26 Right, an electromotive experiment involving the jar (image
courtesy of Wellcome Library).27
Independently discovered by Ewald von Kleist and the Leyden experimenters Andreas Cuneas
and Pieter van Musschenbroek, the jar served as the first artificial capacitor, allowing for the
accumulation, storage, and rapid release of exceedingly large amounts of charge. The earliest
versions of the jar consisted of a glass container filled with water and connected to a generator
by a wire inserted through its mouth (figure 1, right). To charge the device, one simply ran the
23
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attached generator while grounding the vessel’s exterior, typically by holding it (figure 1, left).
From here, the jar could be discharged at any time by creating a circuit between the base and the
wire leading inside. As will be discussed in subsequent sections, the jar proved incredibly
popular as a tool and an entertainment, spreading across Europe in the course of a few months.
Franklin probably heard of it sometime in the spring or summer of 1746. The first reports found
in the Philosophical Transactions occur in February, May, and July of that year, and Philadelphia
was roughly six weeks’ journey from London.28 Given the ease of constructing the device, which
consisted of little more than a wire stuck into a jar of water, we may also infer that he began
working with it soon afterward. Franklin had most likely developed at least some of his theory
by this point, as his earliest writings see him illustrating several key points with simple glass tube
and insulating stand experiments (described below).29 It is clear from his letters that the jar
played a critical role in terms of refinement, however, as it appears in such a large proportion of
the experiments he reports (a clear majority of what would become the Experiments and
Observations).
He communicated the first fruits of these efforts to Collinson in May 1747. They included notes
on pointed conductors’ ability to siphon or dissipate charge from a jar without sparks or contact;
the illumination of gilded china and gold-accented books through electric discharge; an amplified
version of the famed electric kiss involving the device; and the creation of an amusing
“counterfeit spider” that jumped between the wire of a Leyden jar and an upright length of wire
indirectly connected to the jar’s base (a version is presented in figure 1, sans spider). Less than
two months later, Franklin sent another batch of experiments, this time with “a few observations
on M. Musschenbroek’s wonderful bottle,” the first detailed statement of the theory.30 The
observations consisted of five numbered propositions dealing with the location of a hypothetical
electric fluid in the bottle and the conditions under which it could be moved:
1. The non-electric [i.e., conductive material], contained in the bottle, differs, when
electrised from a non-electric electrised out of the bottle in this; that the electrical fire
of the latter is accumulated on it’s [sic] surface, and forms an electrical atmosphere
round it, of considerable extent; but the electrical fire is cro[w]ded into the substance
of the former; the glass confining it.
2. At the same time that the wire and top of the bottle &c. is electrised positively or plus,
the bottom of the bottle is electrised negatively or minus in exact proportion. i.e.
whatever quantity of electrical fire is thrown in at [the] top, an equal quantity goes out
of the bottom.
28
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3. The equilibrium can not be restored in the bottle by inward communication, or
contact of the parts [i.e., through the glass]; but it must be done by a communication
form’d without the bottle, between the top and bottom, by some non-electric touching
both at the same time. . . . if the contact be large especially, it is restored with a
violence and quickness inexpressible; or touching each alternately, in which case the
equilibrium is restored by degrees.
4. As no more electrical fire can be thrown into the top of the bottle, when all is driven
out of the bottom. So in a bottle not yet electrised, none can be thrown into the top,
when none can get out of the bottom; which happens either when the bottom is too
thick, or when the bottle is placed on an electric-per-se [i.e., an insulator].
5. The shock to the nerves (or convulsion rather) is occasion’d by the sudden passing of
the fire through the body in its way from the top to the bottom of the bottle. The fire
takes the shortest course, as Mr Watson justly observes; But it does not appear, from
experiment, that, in order for a person to be shocked, a communication with the floor
is necessary. 31
In other words, electric fluid added to the jar’s interior had to be counterbalanced by an equal
amount of fluid leaving the outside, and while a certain amount of electric material was able to
penetrate the interior surface of the jar, it was unable to pass all the way through, making an
external channel of communication necessary for reestablishing equilibrium. It is precisely this
process of equilibration that causes the storied convulsions associated with the jar’s discharge.
Each of the claims were, at base, restatements of known phenomena in terms of an idealized,
two-compartment fluid model. The assertion that equilibrium cannot be restored by inward
communication, for instance, simply takes the remarkable durability of the jar’s charges—which
were known to last for days at a time—and fashions it into a postulate. As electrification was
interpreted as a form of disequilibrium between the jar’s inside and outside, and as
communication served to reestablish equilibrium in standard models of air, water, and other
fluids, the jar’s persisting electrification could mean only that the electric fluid pumped into the
jar had very little communication with the outside, little enough to be accounted for by
communication through the mouth of the jar. The second and fourth claims did the same for the
fact, known since the jar’s discovery, that large accumulations and releases of the “fire” would
not occur if the vessel sat atop an insulating, or “electric,” stand such as a wax cake or thick glass
pane. Again, if electrification represented a kind of disequilibrium between compartments, then
the fact that blocking off one side of the jar effectively prevented the experimenter from
communicating “fire” to or from the other could mean only that there was some mutual
dependency between them. This was, of course, a puzzling result—the ability to add water to one
cup doesn’t usually depend on water escaping from the one next to it—but there seemed to be no
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way around it. Rather than attempt to explain what he could “by no means comprehend,”
Franklin took it as basic, a choice that, as we shall see, proved critical to his later success.
The letter’s contents are not limited to inferences from known patterns, though. After laying out
the four claims, Franklin goes on to support the applicability of his rules through a series of
results generated through them. Two lines of investigation were particularly prominent. The first
extended results initially reported in the May letter.32 Sometime in 1746, the earlier letter noted,
he and his colleagues found that they were unable to electrify themselves; someone else had to
do it for them. Thinking this odd, they set about testing other arrangements. Putting two
experimenters atop wax (a common insulator), one rubbing the tube and the other drawing sparks
from it, resulted in both becoming electrified relative to a person standing on the ground (i.e.,
capable of producing sparks on contact). If these electrified experimenters came into contact,
moreover, the resulting spark was stronger than if either of them touched the person on the
ground, leaving both of them neutral or unelectrified after the event. Finally, if the experimenters
were in contact during the attempted electrification, neither produced sparks. From this, Franklin
inferred (or confirmed a prior suspicion) that electrification corresponded to the transfer of
material from one body to another. Experimenters were unable to electrify themselves because
they were drawing from and adding to the same body; one could draw sparks from both
electrified and electrifying experimenters because each had a quantity of fluid different from
their natural amount of material (one a surplus, the other a deficit); and blows were strongest
when the two contacted each other because the difference between them was greater than that
between either and a neutral third body.
The whole range of phenomena seemed to be explained by the one assumption, and in the July
letter, the same was done with the jar. Just as it was impossible for an experimenter to electrify
themselves or someone who was in contact with them, a jar whose top was connected to its base
proved impossible to charge, and just as the strong spark between an insulated donor and
recipient neutralized the electrification of both, discharging a jar by touching both its base and
top rendered the whole inert. Likewise, if an insulated experimenter held the wire of a grounded
jar or held its base while a colleague touched the top, they became electrified “positive” or
“negative,” just as an insulated experimenter could be negatively or positively charged by
electrifying or being electrified by someone else respectively. Once again, the outcome of each
permutation could be predicted simply by thinking in terms of a conserved, transferrable
quantity.
Another line of evidence extended the analysis to the realm of attraction and repulsion, the
traditional foci of electrical research. It was widely recognized at the time that light bodies such
as gold leaf or feathers would pass through a predictable series of motions when brought near an
electrified body, floating toward, coming into contact with, and being repulsed by the charged
32
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object. As Franklin noted, however, the Leyden jar displayed an interesting property. A cork ball
suspended by a piece of thread went through the common process when held next to the jar’s
wire. Once it was rendered repulsive to the wire, however, it became attracted to the base, and if
a bit of wire was extended out and upward from the base, the cork (or model spider, for those
following the previously reported design) could be made to shuttle back and forth until the jar
was exhausted, accomplishing what the great spark did, but over a significantly longer time
scale. That the attraction of the base corresponded to the repulsion of the wire fit naturally with
the hypothesized opposition or polarity between them, while the fact that the process continued
until the jar ceased to show any signs of electrification suggested a relative balance between the
two. Additional and in some ways more impressive support came from the fact that a piece of
silk thread suspended next to the jar’s base would be drawn to it each time the experimenter drew
a spark from the top. Just as blocking off one side of the jar prevented the other from having a
measure of fire added to or subtracted from it, attempting to release fire from one side induced
the other to draw it up. Attraction could, in effect, be switched on and off with the touch of a
finger.
Over the next several years, Franklin continued to display the power of his framework. Support
for the first of his four claims—that charge resided in the glass instead of in the water—came
from the fact that the water could be poured into an uncharged jar without eliminating the charge
of the first or bringing charge to the second. The supposition that the inside and outside of the jar
were always counterbalanced, meanwhile, took his group of experimenters in unexpected
directions. They found, for instance, that jars charged by the base instead of through the top were
inverse to those charged the usual way. Such a jar did not spark if its base was brought against
the wire of a normally charged jar or vice versa, but if connections were formed between the two
bases and two wires, they seemed to cancel out in one large spark. Likewise, if a charged jar was
connected at the top and bottom to an uncharged one, both were left “half electrified,” the
negative and positive charges of the electrified jar being split, as it were, between the two. In
another test, the principle that adding charge to one side of the jar expelled an equal amount from
the other was exploited to charge whole chains of jars, the top of each middle jar receiving what
was expelled by the base of the preceding vessel. The letters also introduced a number of
interventions. Traditional jars were replaced with lead-lined panes of glass; oppositely charged
jars were made to push and pull the spokes of a wheel; and stark blows were given to those who
dared to remove an electrified metal crown from a “magic picture” of King George III. In a
March 1750 letter, Franklin even put forward the “whimsical” idea that the “power of points”
noted in the first letter could be used to ward off lightning strikes.33 If the rapid equilibration of
positive and negative charge underlying sparks in the lab could be preempted by the introduction
of pointed bodies, he suggested, the same might work for larger structures.
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In 1751, the correspondence was finally published in book form as Experiments and
Observations on Electricity, made at Philadelphia in America, accompanied by additional
experiments and a set of “Opinions and Conjectures” suggesting future research directions and
presenting his theory of electricity in more general, abstract terms. Expanding on his earlier
statement, Franklin suggested that the fluid argued for in his previous writings could be seen as a
mass of mutually repulsive particles, each of which was strongly attracted to “common” matter.
The tendency toward equilibrium invoked in his earlier statements was thus reinterpreted as a
process of give and take between the fluid’s natural tendency to expand and the force of
attraction drawing it toward and inside nearby objects. He likewise gave thought to the
composition of common material bodies and the reason for their differing electrical properties.
Like Newton, he supposed that most solid bodies, even dense ones like iron, were porous on the
micro scale. Their degree of porosity and density of common matter varied, however, leaving
them more or less prone to keep hold of the electric fluid. Glass, for instance, was supposed to be
exceedingly dense and lacking in pores—a feature suggested by the fact that the interiors of
fractures were invariably smooth—and consequently, fluid added to it tended to remain near the
surface where it had been deposited.34 Materials such as iron, as he elaborated shortly afterward,
acted like a porous stone with water, absorbing the fluid when unsaturated and passing it along
its surface when filled.35
The work was significant also because it presented Franklin’s arguments in their collective force
for the first time. It made available for study a work that had previously been known only
through personal communication and a few widely spaced readings, and in doing so, gave
Franklin his first significant recognition. An exposition of the “ingenious author[’s]” theory by
the leading English electrician William Watson was printed in the Philosophical Transactions
shortly after release, and by February of 1752, Mr. Franklin’s curious experiments were being
shown to Louis XV himself.36 “A Quacker [sic], confined to a corner of America, has
demonstrated to all the learned of our hemisphere that the most beautiful and striking phenomena
of electricity had escaped them,” the Journal des Scavans declared in May of the same year. “He
gives views so large and so extensive that they make us hope to one day succeed in unveiling a
mystery which is perhaps more important to our utility than is usually imagined.”37 French
Franklinists’ demonstration of pointed rods’ capacity to siphon atmospheric electricity that same
month and news of Franklin’s own kite experiment served only to heighten the American’s
standing and drive readership. By the end of 1753, he was perhaps the most celebrated
electrician alive—a recipient of the Royal Society’s Copley Medal whose work was presented as
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the height of experimental art by Diderot and Buffon. “Electricity,” it was said, “has taken a new
face.”38
Granted, such effusive praise was not universal. The leading French electrician Jean-Antoine
Nollet issued a lengthy rebuttal of Franklin’s book in 1753, and for the remainder of Franklin’s
life, there continued to exist competing theories in both England and Continental Europe, some
of which became quite popular by the century’s end.39 The impact of Franklin’s theory was
greater than any that had come before it, though. While it may not have been the only theory
available, it was undoubtedly the most widespread in his lifetime. In the English-speaking world,
Franklin’s account and the associated terminology of positive and negative electricity became
standard quite rapidly. As early as 1755, the electrician Benjamin Wilson felt it necessary to
publicly recant his prior opposition to Franklin’s model of the Leyden jar, and as the decades
went on, Franklin’s stature continued to grow. As we have seen, the great majority of electrical
papers published in the Philosophical Transactions during this time invoke him either implicitly
or explicitly. While resistance could be found in the competing theory of Robert Symmer and in
a controversy over how best to shape and position lightning rods, Franklinism had become a
virtual orthodoxy by the time Priestley published his History of Electricity in 1767.40
During the same time period, Franklinism also saw considerable growth in Continental Europe.
Between 1752 and 1760, prominent supporters emerged in Russia, Italy, Sweden, Prussia, and
the Dutch Republic. Franklin was called a modern Prometheus by Maupertuis and Kant, and
when asked for an inventory of work on electricity, the celebrated Leyden professor Pieter
Musschenbroek declared that “nobody has discovered more recondite mysteries of electricity
than Franklin.”41 Even in France, where opposition was most fierce, it is easier to find
expressions of support than of opposition during the American’s lifetime. The critical voices of
Nollet, Dutour, Giraud, and a few others were largely overtaken by the stream of support from
the likes of LeRoy, de la Fond, the Encyclopedists, and a great majority of the comments
published by the Journal des Scavans and Observations sur la physique.42 Indeed, outside of
Erasmus Darwin’s celebration of Franklin in The Botanic Garden, it is the French literature in
which one finds the most lavish expressions of admiration. “Effortlessly spreading his wings,”
the preface to his 1773 Oeuvres declares, Franklin “had risen to a height that left our most
famous physicists astonished.”43 “Famous Franklin,” proclaims a 1774 article, “your name will
be born to posterity on the wings of admiration & gratitude.”44
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The Question of Novelty
A natural assumption to make at this point, and one that has been relatively common, is that
Franklin’s success stemmed from the fundamental novelty of his framework.45 He is often
credited with the introduction of conservation principles to electricity, successfully integrating
Newtonian forces into the domain and laying the foundations of contemporary theory by
coordinating and in some cases introducing the interrelated notions of charge, capacity,
conductance, and what would later become voltage.46 Against a backdrop of theories “lacking in
adequate concepts” and “confront[ing] no real constraints,” Franklin’s ideas have been seen as a
great, even revolutionary stride.47 At times, it is hard to see how it could be otherwise—how, if a
substantially similar conceptual scheme had been available beforehand, the task of giving
electricity “a new face” would fall to an otherwise obscure colonial printer. Yet a careful
examination of the evidence yields just this. Though arrived at independently, Franklin’s
concepts were anticipated to a remarkable degree by earlier work. Perhaps the clearest
illustration comes from the case of Engineer and Prusian minister Jacob von Waitz.
Waitz’s engagement with electricity was sporadic, owing perhaps to his political obligations and
involvement in the Silesian wars of the 1740s and 1750s. To the extent that he is remembered
today, it is primarily as the inventor of an early electroscope and the author of a prize-winning
essay on “the true cause of electricity,” selected in 1744 by the Berlin Academy of Sciences and
published a year later. In the few studies that mention the text, it is generally grouped alongside
other pre-Franklinian writings as speculative, imprecise, and, conceptually speaking, distant from
what would arrive a few years later.48 At the time, however, the work was reasonably well
regarded and, most importantly for our purposes, seen by those familiar with it as an important
precursor to Franklin’s account. In his preface to the German translation of the Experiments and
Observations, for instance, the leading Swedish electrician Johan Wilcke labeled the work a
brilliant “elaboration” of the views held by Waitz and a few others, stating explicitly that “the
system itself, and the fundamentals of it . . . are not Mr. Franklin's inventions.”49 A similar
assessment was given by the German electrician Johann Müller, who in 1782 described the
American as having “continued the thoughts of Mr Wai[t]z, and expanded and better developed
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his theory.”50 (Language nearly identical to Müller’s had appeared in the Göttingische
Anzeigen some years prior.)51
In reviewing the theories themselves, the reason for such assessments becomes clear. Though
there are differences in terminology, focus, and points of detail, the two are strikingly similar in
their principles and fundamental ontology. Both maintain that the material substrate of electricity
is a subtle elastic fluid, where subtlety indicates an ability to penetrate material bodies (generally
assumed to be porous on the micro scale) and elasticity refers to the tendency of a material to fill
unoccupied space.52 This fluid, both argue, is distinct from the forms of matter composing other
bodies and represents what would today be called a conserved quantity. The fluid is not
“created” by experimental intervention but transferred between objects and locations; a measure
of fluid “take[n] away” from one body necessarily finds itself in another.53 Following the fluid
metaphor a bit further, both argue that different materials have different quantities of fluid natural
to them (i.e., differing capacities) and tend to absorb fluids at different rates, a property attributed
to differences in their underlying pore structure—the number of pores for Franklin and their size
and strength of capillary action for Waitz.54 At equilibrium, all bodies are assumed to be “filled.”
In a process that both authors compare to the use of a pump, however, friction or proximity to a
rubbed glass can force bodies to take on more or less fluid than is natural for them, what Franklin
labels their “charge.”55 As increasing quantities of fluid are transferred between bodies, they
endeavor with increasing force to return to the natural distribution, with Waitz invoking a kind of
electric pressure related to the objects’ capacity and Franklin implicitly relying on a similar
notion in his discussions of discharge strength.56 The main difference between them in this
domain seems to be that objects deemed saturated by Franklin (e.g., rubbed glass) are taken to be
deprived of fluid by Waitz and vice versa. So far as macroscopic phenomena are concerned,
however, this amounts to no more than a convention—a fact illustrated by contemporary
50
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physicists' free use of both. By default, most circuit diagrams depict current as flowing from
positive to negative, as in Franklin’s account; in some cases, however, it is deemed more useful
to follow the flow of electrons, which runs the opposite way, as in Waitz’s framing.57
Turning from matter to motion, we find still more points of overlap. To start with, both authors
are committed to a mutual repulsion on the part of the fluid’s material constituents, Franklin
explicitly and Waitz implicitly (e.g., in his description of fluid expansion as continuing “until all
particles resist each other with the same force”).58 This force is what gives the fluid its elasticity
and is responsible, in part, for the diffusion of electrical material through a body. Complementing
this force is an additional power of attraction between the electric fluid and other forms of
matter.59 This force, identified by Waitz with the power of cohesion responsible for binding
bodies together, is tasked by both authors with the retention of fluid in bodies and, alongside the
fluid’s natural elasticity, the uniform diffusion of electric material through a body.60 Importantly,
both authors appear to be broadly “Newtonian” in their conception of these forces. They are
willing, in other words, to treat the existence of attraction and repulsion over distances as
stand-alone posits despite evident misgivings about the metaphysical implications of the view.61
That this is true of Franklin is well known and has long been used as a distinguishing feature of
his theory. Yet it is no less true of Waitz, who harkens back to the English philosopher in a
number of places. “Just as it is easy to grasp . . . that reaction is equal to action,” he writes of the
“cohesive” force, “so too, it follows that an unelectrified body must attract electrified ones to
itself when one holds the former a certain distance above the latter.”62 Elsewhere in the text, he
goes so far as to posit an inverse square law relating the mutual attraction between a mass of
common matter and its surrounding electrical fluid to the distance between them, something
incorporated into the Franklinian system years later and remaining in place to this day.63
Less central but no less noteworthy anticipations also appear in the theories’ applications.
Waitz’s analysis of the circuit formed by drawing the “fluid” out of an object and returning it
through a conductor—labeled a “Wirbel,” or vortex, in the essay—is quite similar to Franklin’s
description of the Leyden jar’s discharge. Likewise, Waitz’s relatively lengthy discussion of
57
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sharp objects’ ability to draw in and give off small, constant streams of electric fluid overlaps
substantially with what Franklin labeled the “power of points,” the phenomenon underlying his
design of the lightning rod.64 The two also come to fundamentally similar explanations of the
successive attraction and repulsion of light bodies by rubbed glass, the inability of metals to be
electrified by friction, and a range of other phenomena familiar to experimenters at the time.65
There are even parallels in their problems. Both had trouble explaining why points drew in and
cast off fluid, for instance, and why bodies lacking fluid, those called negative or minus on
Franklin’s account, seemed to repel each other.66
For all these similarities, however, Waitz’s impact was relatively muted. The fact that his essay
was selected by the Berlin Academy certainly indicates a degree of interest, as does the work’s
subsequent translation into Dutch and French.67 Citations of Waitz’s work and ideas are quite
limited, though. His name is virtually unmentioned in the English press, and outside of
occasional mentions and one enthusiastic discussion in Eusebio Sguario’s Dell' Elettricismo,
discussions of Waitz in Continental Europe appear to have been more or less limited to
German-speaking authors.68 And even here, he never reached the level of prominence held by
contemporaries such as Johann Winkler and Matthias Bose.69 No poems were dedicated to his
immortal brilliance, no treatises to refuting his claims.

What Set Franklin Apart
So what made Franklin’s case different? Why, to echo our earlier question, did such an
outpouring of support fall to a self-taught craftsman thousands of miles from the metropoles of
Europe—someone so obscure that, when his theory was first put forward, rival theorist
Jean-Antoine Nollet could mistake it for a fabrication pushed by ideological opponents?70 Why
not Waitz or someone similar? Addressing the issue in any detail will require working through a
number of areas, including the surrounding intellectual culture, the technology available at the
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time, and Franklin’s background. Nevertheless, the broad strokes of a solution can be stated
relatively simply. Franklin succeeded because (1) his presentation of the relevant concepts was
clearer and far easier to use than anything that had come before, (2) it was accompanied by a
wealth of experimental demonstrations, and (3) his background and the spectacular nature of his
results drew support from Enlightenment intellectuals all too eager for a symbol.

Theory Articulation
We can start with the writing itself. In many ways, it follows standard forms of the time. The text
is, for the most part, presented as a series of numbered paragraphs, each reporting a principle,
experiment, or proposal for further investigation. The language itself is relatively plain, and in
keeping with decorum, theoretical statements are often accompanied by the performance of
intellectual humility. Ideas are ostensibly presented in the hopes that they might spur others to
better ones, and in accordance with Newton’s precedent in Opticks, the more speculative among
them are duly separated from the whole and collected under the title of “conjectures.” Upon
closer inspection, however, a number of differences emerge, both in the way Franklin organizes
his work and in what may be termed the theory’s notation or formulation.

Putting Theory First
The most obvious difference lies in Franklin’s relative emphasis on theory. As has been
documented in previous studies, the tenor of electrical research in the 1730s and 1740s was
largely that of exploration. Though the ultimate explanation for electrical phenomena was a
matter of considerable curiosity and discussion, most electricians believed that a theory of the
kind available in mechanics remained distant. Difficulties controlling for environmental factors
and irregularities in the materials used meant that electrical phenomena still featured what
Desaguliers labeled “a sort of capriciousness”—something “not to be reduced to any rule.”71 The
prospects of a clean experimental confirmation or Baconian crucial experiment between
competing frameworks were still relatively poor then. As the frequent discovery of new and
“curious” phenomena made clear, moreover, research was still in its infancy.72 A certain caution
was due in theoretical matters, as the range of possibilities remained vast and painstaking hours
of theoretical elaboration were all too likely to be lost to the latest round of discoveries.
“Electricity,” as a 1745 review noted, “is a vast country of which we only know a few shores,
[so] it is not the time to give a map of it and to pretend to assign the laws which govern it.”73
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Accordingly, most authors focused on the more proximate and seemingly tractable goals of
documenting phenomena and empirical regularities, following a strategy similar to that of Boyle.
His much-lauded work on the air pump aimed, in the experimenter’s words, “not . . . to establish
theories and principles, but to devise experiments, and to enrich the history of nature with
observations faithfully made and deliver'd; that by these, and the like contributions made by
others, men may in time be furnish'd with a sufficient stock of experiments to ground hypotheses
and theorys [sic] on.”74 Many papers from the 1730s and 1740s either lacked theoretical
discussions entirely or contained only passing references to the “causes” of electricity.75 Where
present, moreover, every effort was made to distinguish explanatory claims from the purportedly
neutral findings on which they were built. Separate markers were given for experimental
descriptions and any consequences attributed to them, and it was not uncommon for treatises to
contain entirely separate sections for their “historical” and “physical” content, where historical is
understood not in its present sense but in the manner of Bacon, whose “natural and experimental
history” represented a “storehouse” of observations from which “true axioms” might be
inferred.76 The “historical” part invariably came first in such works and, if contemporary
commentaries are any guide, was generally the more carefully read section.77 While ideas similar
to Franklin’s emerged around this time, then, they were presented and read in a very different
way.
An illustrative case is provided by a 1738 paper published in the Philosophical Transactions by
Fellow Granville Wheler. The work, which can be seen as anticipating and potentially
influencing elements of Franklin’s account, is organized around several “propositions” outlining
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patterns of behavior (e.g., that “bodies made electrical, by communicating with an electrical
body excited are in a state of repulsion with regard to such excited bodies”).78 Each claim is
illustrated with some number of experiments described at length and, for the most part, in neutral
terms.79 Only then does the work come to present what might be thought of as a hypothesis,
articulating brief sets of “corollaries,” such as the observation “that any light body, as a feather,
after touching or nearly approaching the tube, must fly from it: upon contact or a near approach,
it saturates itself with the electric effluvia, and by this means becomes itself electrical . . . and
consequently, from the foregoing experiments, is in a state of repulsion with regard to the tube.
As soon as it touches any other body, it loses its acquired electricity, and therefore may be
attracted as at first.”80
Breaking the proposal down into its parts, one finds that it is quite similar to Franklin’s account
of the same phenomena: Electrification corresponds to the accumulation of an electrical
substance inside a body; its presence tends to draw other, non-saturated bodies toward it; and
when the two meet, some of the substance is transferred, saturating the second body. This, in
turn, causes the two to enter a state of repulsion, driving them apart. In the context of Wheler’s
paper, however, the point is strongly de-emphasized. The theoretical content is quite literally
subsidiary, appearing only after a set of lengthy experimental descriptions. As it is meant to
follow from rather than produce its associated experiments, moreover, Wheler never presents the
theory in a unified manner or states it in abstract, generally applicable terms. While Wheler’s talk
of bodies becoming “saturate[d]” and “acquir[ing]” or “los[ing]” electricity commits him to a
fairly specific notion of what electricity is and how it operates, this notion is never stated directly
or outside the context of a specific experimental design. Little indication is given that the
underlying ideas could represent a starting point and not simply the result of inquiry.
A similar tendency can be seen in Waitz. While his Abhandlung is more theory-focused than
most works of its time (having been drafted for a competition on “the causes of electricity”), it is
far less direct in its statement of Waitz’s account than might be expected. Strikingly, it is not until
the sixth chapter, after discussions of how to operate electric generators and produce electrical
effects using barometers, and a digression on “the electricity of animals,” that the author comes
to any of his central claims. And while he states these more clearly than Wheler, he still leaves
much to allusion. At no point does he state that the electric fluid is composed of mutually
78
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repulsive particles, for instance, though he mentions in passing that, given time enough to fill a
newly opened space, the particles will come to “resist each other with equal force.”81 Likewise,
though his discussion makes clear that the fluid can be lost or accumulated and that discharge
strength is related to the difference in fluid pressure between bodies, he draws no attention to
what Franklin called positive electricity, as virtually all of his experiments and discussion
concern “robbed” bodies. The closest he comes is a brief statement of something akin to
Bernoulli’s principle, in which Waitz contends that particles of electric fluid depart from a body
with “a velocity which is proportional to the force with which they were previously
compressed.”82 Just as in Wheler’s work, moreover, the theory is not presented all at once but in
clusters intermixed with specific experimental designs. Separate chapters are dedicated to the
microstructural “causes” of electricity, the electric matter’s subtlety, its manner of movement,
and its force of attraction, and within each chapter, one finds the core theoretical discussion
embedded in an array of digressions on points such as the purported smell of electricity, its
weight, and why discharge causes a crackling noise.83 It is not terribly difficult to reconstruct the
full theory from these discussions, but the fact that such a reconstruction is necessary is telling.
The experimental history is still primary, and consequently, Waitz places more emphasis on
comprehensiveness in evidential coverage and completeness in experimental descriptions than on
unity or directness in theoretical exposition. Again, theory appears more as the result of inquiry
rather than the beginning of it.84
Reading Franklin offers a qualitatively different experience. Upon opening his Experiments and
Observations, one is almost immediately presented with the central points of the theory, first in a
preface by editor John Fothergill and then by Franklin himself in a reproduction of his July 1747
letter to Collinson. Within four pages, he introduces nearly all of the relevant
notions—equilibrium, positive and negative charge, conservation—and, where they are
unfamiliar, explicates them through the use of metaphor or by working out a familiar example.
He uses these ideas throughout the remainder of the work, both in subsequent elaborations of the
theory and, more strikingly, in the experimental descriptions themselves.85 As the work was
compiled from letters, it contains occasional redundancies and digressions. As a rule, however,
its theoretical content is stated directly and early enough to serve as a scaffold for the following
discussions. Hence, the model of the Leyden jar provided in the opening pages structures the first
three chapters, which focus largely on the device; additions made at the start of the fourth chapter
81
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frame its discussion of lightning; and if any doubt remains as to the picture Franklin has in mind,
he provides a full exposition in abstract, general terms in chapter 5. As much as Franklin dresses
his ideas in the garb of reticence, then, it is clear that theory is the organizing principle of the
work.
The shift in emphasis is also evident in the way Franklin presents his experiments. Many areas
that would have occupied space in a more traditional essay, such as the electrification of
barometers, are left untouched, and most of the experiments he discusses receive comparatively
little attention. Indeed, many occupy no more than a sentence or two (a feature partially
attributable to the work’s origins in Franklin’s correspondence). As a rule, he conveys only the
core ideas, though he makes indulgences for particularly entertaining displays, such as the
“magic frame” that shocks unsuspecting friends and a remarkable self-spinning wheel.86 The
“historical” ideal of completeness in description and range of coverage is manifestly absent,
freeing or forcing the reader to attend to Franklin’s hypotheses and their operation.
A number of factors might explain Franklin’s deviation from previous authors. One is
technological. As is discussed in our previous work, his letters came soon after the discovery of
the Leyden jar, a device that made salient and reliable effects much easier to produce. It is thus
unsurprising that the Experiments and Observations would contain more direct testing of
hypotheses (something we will return to shortly). Another is temperamental. We know from his
writings and activities throughout his life that Franklin had a strong instrumentalist bent. The
lifelong inventor and co-founder of the Society for Useful Knowledge was known for
emphasizing philosophy’s more practical—which is not to say atheoretical—ends. Even in an era
when such sentiments were common, Franklin stood out, confessing himself “chagrined” when
his research did not end in something conducive to the general good and declaring “use” the
most important product of investigation.87 In presenting his hypotheses, then, it would have made
sense for Franklin to emphasize prediction and control over comprehensiveness. A theory, as
Franklin was well aware, needn’t be all-encompassing or even consistent with all available
evidence to be of overwhelming utility. His work as a journalist likely contributed as well.
Franklin began making concerted efforts to improve his prose at a very young age, and as editor
of the Pennsylvania Gazette, he was given many years to practice a style of writing distinct from
that most common in natural philosophy.88 The result was a style since hailed as the origin of
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“newspaper English”: clear, direct, and simple.89 “Nothing,” as he remarked in a 1732 piece,
“should be expressed in two words, that can be as well expressed in one.”90 Given this, it is
hardly surprising that Franklin opted not to bury the lede when it came to theory or to spend time
on details inessential to his purpose.
Whatever the ultimate cause of Franklin’s stylistic break, though, the effects are relatively clear.
First and most obviously, it helped to communicate the theory. While similar ideas may have
been present before, none had put the matter so directly. No erudition was required to discern
what Franklin’s system consisted of or what it entailed. Thus, while there were misreadings on
matters of detail, these were far less pronounced than those occurring with authors like Waitz,
who was misunderstood on questions as basic as whether he believed in a repulsive force.91 The
order and orientation of the work, moving from theory to results rather than vice versa, also
helped to establish the hypotheses as objects of investigation. Even if theorists like Waitz had
been clearer in stating their views, as proponents of some competing theories were, these
hypotheses would have been presented as products rather than components of the experimental
process, encouraging further exploration rather than targeted testing.92 Finally, Franklin’s
distinctive prose style helped to ensure a degree of popularity, capturing readers and exercising a
particularly large influence on those just entering the field.93 As a piece of writing, his work has
long been praised as “a masterpiece, at once of sagacity, of perspicuity, and of art”—something
“as interesting for the manner in which it is written as for the advantages it promises.”94 It could
never have been said to lack readers, then. For the flood of novices entering the field after the
discovery of the Leyden jar, moreover, its unadorned and direct style served as an ideal guide. As
American educator Noah Webster commented in 1798, Franklin “writes for the child as well as
the philosopher.”95 In light of this, it is not surprising that Franklin’s text continued to sell long
expressing each hinted sentiment at length and as fully as it had been express’d before, in any suitable words that
should come to hand” (Franklin, Autobiography, 95–96).
To practice his organization, he later took to mixing the order of these points before the attempted rewrite.
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after the principal insights had been incorporated into the literature or that Franklin’s name and
terminology remained in circulation.

Making the Theory Serviceable
This brings us to the second major difference. Beyond its advantages in terms of organization
and exposition, Franklin’s version of the theory also featured what may be termed cognitive
economy. It is well known that differences in notation or the way a problem is framed can have
large impacts on how easy it is to solve and which implications appear most natural. It is
sometimes easier to use cylindrical coordinates instead of Cartesian, for instance, or to work
through a problem visually instead of symbolically. The same holds for the systems of
problem-solving techniques we call theories, as the range of overlapping formalisms in
contemporary physics serves to illustrate. Similarity and even formal equivalence in terms of
material implications need not imply anything like similarity in use, and if one framing proves
more intuitive or simpler to follow than another, one can expect it to take hold and, in time, to
facilitate growth in an area more effectively. Such was the case with Franklin’s account, which,
upon inspection, shows itself to be simpler in many ways than what came before.
The reasons for this are several. In part, it is a matter of terminology. Though he was not unique
in this respect, it bears noting that Franklin’s choice of word and phrase makes very effective use
of familiar concepts.96 The language of charge and of positive and negative electrification are
prime examples; his well-known adoption of intuitive, teleological language is another.97 As
might be gathered from the preceding section, his statement of the theory also benefits from a
degree of concision. Beyond these surface features, however, lie still more substantial
differences, the bulk of which can be traced to Franklin’s practical outlook. As we discussed a
moment ago, one of the major points separating Franklin from other authors concerns the
question of comprehensiveness. Whereas prior treatises had sought to cover as full a range of
experimental phenomena as space allowed, Franklin was content to focus on the few that seemed
most novel or productive. In the case of theory, then, Franklin naturally placed predictive power
over explanatory completeness.98 As he remarked in his discussion of pointed conductors, “’tis of
short, he writes for the child as well as the philosopher, and always writes well, because he never takes
pains to write.
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real use to know, that china left in the air unsupported will fall and break; but how it comes to
fall, and why it breaks, are matters of speculation.”99 In practice, this had at least two
implications.
First, it allowed him to bypass problems that might otherwise have deterred him from pursuing a
certain line of inquiry. Where most authors writing at the time sought explanations that were
more or less uniform in terms of the rules and mechanisms appealed to, Franklin showed a knack
for what the philosopher Mark Wilson labels “physics avoidance,” a family of cognitive
strategies by which intractable problems are circumvented by (covert) shifts in the level at which
a system is modeled, the formalism used to describe it, and other forms of reframing.100 Most
conspicuously, he often switches from mechanical descriptions to surface level rules where a line
of reasoning would otherwise lead to the (for Franklin and the vast majority of his
contemporaries) absurdity of macroscopic action at a distance. His explanation for why an
electrified glass tube is able to move a feather inside a sealed glass jar, for example, is grounded
on local fluid interactions, except where this may yield the consequence of macroscopic action at
a distance. At this point, Franklin adds the unelaborated postulate that fluids on either side of an
insulating surface always remain counterbalanced.101 The same postulate, as we saw in our
account of the theory’s development, also appears in his model of the Leyden jar. Such appeals
were not fully satisfying on an intellectual or aesthetic level—Franklin himself admitted that he
could “by no means comprehend” the balancing act—but without some such move, it is doubtful
that a comparably adequate account of the Leyden jar or the many explanations that took the jar
as a model would have emerged.102 Certainly, none of the existing fluid theories could operate
without it, and over half a century passed before the concept of electric fields developed enough
to take the place of (implicit) action at a distance—based in part on experimental developments
suggested by Franklin’s theory itself. In this case, at least, seeing ahead required looking past,
and Franklin’s philosophical outlook made him well positioned to recognize this.
The second advantage conferred by Franklin’s practical impulse was the simplicity it lent his
theory. Previous authors, in keeping with their preference for comprehensiveness, tended to
include a wealth of qualitative or, in a few cases, formal details. Yet the majority of these, while
not untethered from empirical results, were as yet incapable of compelling empirical
assessment.103 In Franklin’s work, by contrast, such aspects were minimized as a matter of
increase, than that your friend should. be thought an accurate philosopher. (New Experiments and
Observations, vol. III, 127)
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principle. Much like the flourishes and digressions that might clutter a piece of journalism, the
printer saw experimentally intractable suppositions as distractions rather than nuances. As he
states in one of his meteorological works, “if my hypothesis is not the truth itself, it is least as
naked: For I have not with some of our learned moderns disguis’d my nonsense in Greek, cloth’d
it in algebra, or adorn’d it with fluxions [i.e., derivatives].” This partly aesthetic, partly
methodological preference helped in at least two closely related ways. First, it made it easier to
apply the theory to complex phenomena and experimental setups, which had been on the rise in
the decade prior. Second, it rendered the fluid theory intuitive and hence more useful in the
design of novel experiments. Once again, the contrast with Waitz is instructive.
As we’ve seen, there is a great deal of overlap between the Abhandlung and the Experiments and
Observations, at least in the abstract. Both present bodies as having natural carrying capacities,
as being able to house fluid above or below these capacities under certain circumstances, and as
endeavoring to rid themselves of excess fluid or “vacuum” associated with these states. In
describing these dynamics and their connection to surface-level phenomena, however, the two
authors go about matters quite differently. In Waitz’s case, far more time is spent piecing together
low-level mechanisms and how available evidence speaks to them. In particular, a great deal of
emphasis is laid on fluid compression, capillary action, and the laws governing them, up to and
including the specification of quantitative relationships linking fluid absorption to pore diameter,
fluid velocity to pressure, and interparticle forces to their distance. Franklin, by contrast, spends
most of his time with the interactions of visible objects. While he includes microphysical details
in later sections, the core of the account is a simple arithmetic model often compared to the
practice of bookkeeping. The complex of forces governing the movement of electric fluid
between bodies is boiled down to a single quantity, charge, which is reckoned “plus” when taken
over the natural amount and “minus” when taken under.104 Rubbing a glass rod might take one
unit of fluid from an uncharged body A and give it to uncharged body B by bringing it into
contact with the rod, making the former -1 and the latter +1; the excess in B might then be split
with a third body C by bringing the two together, leaving both with +½; and so on.105 At no point
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does the model veer into questions of velocity, the formal determinants of force, or other details
that would have required the adornments of analytic geometry.
Of the two, Waitz has a strong case for being the more sophisticated. There is no question as to
which was better suited to its time, though, or which was easier to apply. With few exceptions,
the fine-grained elements of Waitz’s account remained untestable for decades after their
introduction. His claim that attraction and repulsion operate according to an inverse square law,
for instance, required another forty years of electrometry before Coulomb claimed to have
established the relation and still more decades before measurements were reliable enough to
establish consensus on the matter.106 Likewise, his speculations regarding the proportionality of
fluid velocity to fluid pressure remained just that until well into the nineteenth century, the
central experiments coming with and after Ohm.107 In the meantime, the framework sacrificed
any claim to cognitive economy. Tracing the electric fluid’s compression and velocity as it makes
its way through various media takes considerably more work than simply tracking the amount of
fluid in each object, particularly given the mathematical notation being used (Waitz, it must be
kept in mind, presented his ideas primarily in verbal rather than symbolic form). As the number,
size, and composition of the bodies increase, moreover, one’s ability to envision the process in
terms of a compressed elastic fluid declines considerably, making intuitive prediction and
experimental design much more difficult. Thinking through the operation of a standard globe
generator, to take a truly basic case, involves keeping up with exchanges among at least four
distinct media, the wood frame, glass globe, prime conductor, and surrounding air being the
minimum needed for a Waitzian analysis. Attempting to explain the Leyden jar in a similar way
requires still more elements, including the floor, the inner and outer surfaces of the jar, and, in
most designs, the experimenter's own body (see appendix). In theory, one could work through
each part step by step and then see how all the parts would need to fit together. In practice,
however, details proved easy to overlook without a simplifying and unifying schema (as can be
seen in the gaps revealed by subsequent analyses of Nollet, Watson, and other early authors’
explanations of complex phenomena).108 Just as it is easier to run a shop with an orderly book of
credits and debits than with a lengthy journal of the day’s events, so Franklin’s stripped-down
model proved more useful than the detailed attempts of his predecessors—even when, as in
Waitz’s case, they appear to be describing the same thing.

the quantity contain’d in the wire and upper part of the bottle will be 21, in the bottom 19. After the second,
the upper part will have 22, the lower 18, and so on ’till after 20 strokes, the upper part will have a quantity
of electrical fire equal to 40, the lower part none: and then the operation ends: for no more can be thrown
into the upper part, when no more can be driven out of the lower part. (Experiments and Observations, 2)
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The Leyden Jar
By themselves, of course, improvements in cognitive efficiency and presentation can only do so
much. If applied only to the experiments and observations known before, a novel formulation
may earn its author a reputation as the best representative of some school of thought but is
unlikely to bring comparisons to Newton, let alone Prometheus. The latter seems to require a
more fundamental sort of novelty, something that not only rearranges or improves upon existing
systems but dramatically shifts their scope or power. In Franklin’s case, the novelty came
primarily from two accomplishments. First, he provided the first experimentally productive
model of the Leyden jar, a technology that was already recognized as revolutionary at the time
but had yet to realize its full potential. Second, he designed and laid out experiments for the first
lightning rod, providing the study of electricity with its most socially beneficial product to date
and a uniquely powerful symbol of human inquiry conquering territory once reserved for the
gods. We’ll return to the latter accomplishment in the next section, but for now let us focus on
the first.
As we have seen, the Leyden jar played an important role in the development of Franklin’s
version of the fluid transfer theory. Though elements were in place beforehand, it was by way of
the jar that his ideas were given concrete form. Tellingly, the instrument is mentioned over 130
times in the eighty-six-page Experiments and Observations. Looking at the specifics of the
theory, moreover, we see that its most distinctive features, such as the assumed balance of charge
between the two sides of an insulator, are directly traceable to its influence. No less important,
however, was the technology’s role in what happened after pen was set to paper. In particular, the
jar’s discovery set the stage in at least two ways:
1. By focusing community interest on a common and relatively narrow set of phenomena
2. By providing the technical apparatus needed to display the theory’s advantages
The first, one might say, gave Franklin's production a grand and widely celebrated venue; the
second secured the many props and hands necessary to put it on.
Understanding the first contribution requires a bit of context. In the years leading up to the
Leyden jar’s discovery, the study of electricity had undergone a period of steady but relatively
undirected growth. With Stephen Gray’s 1729 discovery that the “electric virtue” could be
communicated from one object to another and Charles Dufay’s demonstration that frictional
electricity could be elicited from nearly any nonmetallic solid, its scope had expanded
dramatically. Commonly viewed as a quality limited to substances such as glass or sealing wax
in 1728, electricity was, by the close of the following decade, “a quality universally spread
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through all matter known to us.”109 Once dismissed as “a minor physical phenomenon,”
electricity had become something “so extensive & so important that we no longer know where it
will end.”110 Their horizons thus expanded, electricians went about exploring the vast new
territory, assessing potential interactions between electricity and color, the electrical properties of
vegetables, the emission of light by agitated barometers, and a wide array of other questions.111
Some speculated that the glow seen in the eyes of certain animals, such as cats, was electrical in
nature.112 The eclecticism of Waitz’s treatise is far from rare for the period.
With the discovery of the Leyden jar, however, the situation began to change. The unassuming
device, which consisted of little more than a vessel of water with a bit of wire stuck inside, not
only increased the electrical power available to electricians but increased it by orders of
magnitude. Sparks that had previously required a dark room to be visible could now be seen at
two hundred paces in broad daylight, charges that had lasted a few hours were now stored for
days, and shocks that had been merely uncomfortable were now strong enough to kill small
animals and jolt hundreds of volunteers at once.113 Such shows of force effectively crowded out
any would-be competitors for experimenters’ attention, and in a matter of months, the vessel had
become the most widely discussed topic in the whole of physics. As Joseph Priestly reports in his
1767 History of Electricity, “it was this astonishing experiment that gave eclat to electricity.
From this time it became the subject of general conversation. Every body was eager to see, and,
notwithstanding the terrible account that was reported of it, to feel the experiment; and in the
same year in which it was discovered, numbers of persons, in almost every country in Europe,
got a livelihood by going about and showing it.”114
In less than five years, the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society had published more
on electricity than in the preceding twenty, with the number of incoming authors overtaking that
of the society’s entire history hitherto.115 Discussions of animal electricity, the light of
barometers, and other topics prominent in the last decade naturally continued, but it was clear
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where the priorities lay. “All the different phenomena that physics offers us,” the Encyclopedie
pointedly observed, “do not equally pique our curiosity.”116
As it stood at the close of the 1740s, then, electricity was a substantially new field. The area was
inundated with figures who had not been there only a few years prior, and nearly all parties
involved recognized that the research landscape had shifted, making the situation ideal for the
establishment of a new program.117 Those entering the field had few attachments to the older
generations’ ideas, or to addressing the many questions that had emerged from their work.118
Conversely, the fact that all eyes were fixed on the Leyden jar meant that a strong showing in
that area was far more effective for broadcasting one’s ideas than any comparable success in a
less unified field. Bluntly stated, an opening existed that would not have been there for Wheler or
Waitz even if they had presented their ideas in a more felicitous manner. The Leyden jar reset the
agenda, and the first to develop a working model of the device—something that allowed
experimenters to anticipate and build around its powerful effects—would determine where
matters went from there.
This brings us to our second point—the jar’s importance in Franklin’s experiments. Though
unknown himself, Franklin’s demonstrations were among the most striking of the era. His
designs were circulated in the English-speaking world from the time of his letters, and within
months of his book’s publication, they were being shown to the likes of Louis XV and made the
subject of public shows.119 Literature from the time describes his results as “the most beautiful
and striking” in electricity, referring to the corresponding designs as some of the most
“luminous,” “ingenious,” and “decisive” yet devised, and it is easy to see why.120 To a
community eager to show the “utility” of their favored pastime, the letters offered the promise of
near- and medium-term uses—of electrical chiming clocks, self-spinning planetariums, and
perhaps a few military applications.121 To one constantly searching out “singular” and “curious”
experiments, it presented a host of novel designs, arrangements unlikely to result from trial and
error or a lucky accident.122 The mysterious jars were made to divide their charges eleven
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different ways, to cancel each other out, and to induce movement on contact. Most importantly,
Franklin showed how similar feats could be accomplished by the readers themselves, all through
the application of a few simple principles. His theory may not have been unprecedented, but his
ability to wield it productively certainly was.
Much of the question “why Franklin?” thus boils down to his ability to produce more impressive
and illustrative displays—to his having better experiments. This, in turn, depended on the jar.
While technology was far from the only factor involved, one cannot overlook the fact that
Franklin entered a field with more experimental possibilities than could have been hoped for just
a few years prior. As we noted a few sections earlier, investigations of electricity in the decades
before Franklin were largely exploratory. Instead of generating and testing theory-specific
predictions, investigators focused on documenting phenomena and extracting surface-level
patterns. To the extent that there was theory, it tended to be backward-looking and of secondary
importance. This pattern has sometimes drawn the criticism of historians, but seen in context, it
is a perfectly understandable strategy.123 The study of electricity was a fast-changing area, and
the phenomena under study were both subtle and notoriously irregular. The reasons for this were
primarily technological. Until the early 1740s, most experimenters relied on glass tubes, which,
according to modern estimates, were capable of outputting only about 0.0008 joules of energy.124
As a result, a great many effects were either too slight to detect or subtle enough to be set aside.
Given variations in climate and experimenter skill, moreover, replication failures were quite
common.125 Indeed, if Waitz is to be believed, even such basic phenomena as the attraction and
repulsion of bodies by rubbed glass were somewhat fickle, with bodies departing from or
sticking to the rubbing tube’s surface based (it was assumed) on the quality of the surrounding
air.126
With time, however, matters began to improve. Ongoing refinements in globe generator
technology, the firstfruits of which were reported in 1742, increased their output to around 0.04
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joules, and with the creation and refinement of the Leyden jar a few years later, levels increased
still more. By the end of 1746, experimenters had converged on jar designs with estimated
outputs as high as 5 joules, a more than six thousand-fold improvement on the tools of a few
years prior.127 With the jar, moreover, experimenters also gained a great deal of flexibility. The
device’s size made it far easier to move and position, and the fact that it was so simple and
inexpensive to construct allowed experimenters to employ as many as they liked. Naturally, these
advances in power and versatility brought with them novel opportunities, and Franklin, being
new and relatively unattached to the strategies of the glass tube era, was in an ideal position to
seize them.128 With more power, it became easier to gauge the relative strength of charges,
allowing one to follow quantities of charge as they were added, subtracted, and divided between
jars in the manner predicted by Franklin’s simple plus–minus model. The stark blows produced
by the jar also helped to establish unambiguous contrasts between theories, differences that, at a
basic psychological level, were harder to ignore. More concretely, the jar’s manipulability and
low cost of production helped to make the kind of tailored experiments needed to pit ideas
against one another more feasible. With the ability to assemble as many jars in as many positions
as one wished, it became possible to do things like compare vessels charged upside down and
right side up, hang jars on one another, and attach them to mechanical contrivances in just the
manner needed to produce a desired result. Finally, with the relative standardization that Leyden
jars had achieved by 1747, it became quite easy for others to conduct the experiments for
themselves, realizing the power latent in Franklin’s clarity of exposition. In following along with
Franklin’s experiments, philosophers could gradually convince themselves of his theory’s merits
and, just as importantly, accustom themselves to his way of approaching problems. When later
Franklinists sought to explain a new phenomenon, in fact, one of the most common and effective
strategies was simply to go back to the familiar Leyden jar model and look for points of analogy;
though abstract formulations were available, the theory was easier to think through with the jar
(even when, as in the case of Cavendish’s model of the electric torpedo fish, the phenomena
being explained seemed far removed).129

The Lightning Rod
If there is any one result that makes Franklin’s reputation, however, it is the lightning rod.
Explaining and showing how to use the famed Leyden jar was doubtlessly a great achievement,
and were he to have accomplished no more in his lifetime, Franklin still would have been known
as one of the era’s leading electricians. In examining his early reception, however, it becomes
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clear that he was not always met with the acclaim that marked his later years. We know, for
example, that Franklin had hoped to publish some of his letters in the Philosophical
Transactions, going so far as to format the letter describing his model of the jar into numbered
sections, but that he ultimately received no more than a few public readings and an excerpt in a
much larger work by Watson.130 While the situation improved after the publication of his
Experiments and Observations in 1751, his reputation was no greater at the start of 1752 than
those of other high-profile electricians, whose work also garnered high praise and royal
audiences. It is only after the successful drawing of lightning from the clouds that one begins to
see comparisons to Newton or descriptions of Franklin “effortlessly spreading his wings” to soar
above the electricians of Europe.131 To fully understand Franklin’s reception and impact, then,
we’ll need to know more about his work with lightning.

The Rod’s Development
The first description of the rod appears in his “Opinions and Conjectures,” sent to Collinson in
1750. As with much else in the document, though, it builds on ideas developed over the course of
the previous letters. First was the “power of points.” In one of his few lines of experiment
unrelated to the Leyden jar, Franklin noted in his first major letter to Collinson that pointed
conductors were worse at retaining charge than their blunted counterparts and, more interestingly
still, seemed capable of siphoning the electric fluid from distant bodies. An electrified ball of
iron, for instance, could be sapped of its repulsive power “instantly” by a grounded bodkin held
some 8 inches away. Scaling the mysterious phenomenon upward, he argued in a subsequent
letter to James Morrison that the same phenomenon likely acted in cases of lightning strikes. “As
electrified clouds pass over a country,” he explained, “high hills and high trees, lofty towers,
spires, masts of ships, chimneys, &c. as so many prominencies and points, draw the electrical
fire, and the whole cloud discharges there.”132 Thus did Franklin explain the theologically fraught
phenomenon of church tower lightning strikes and warn against the dangers of taking shelter
under trees during storms. On the latter question, Franklin even suggested that it would be better
to stand wet in the middle of a field, as the bolt might pass through the moisture in one’s clothes
instead of through the body—one reason, perhaps, why Morrison reported that his letter “had
been read but was laughed at by the connoisseurs.”133
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Undeterred, Franklin pushed the thoughts further, arriving finally at two key proposals found in
the Collinson letter. First, he suggested, the power of points could be harnessed for good if
churches, ships, and other targets of Jove’s ire were equipped with grounded rods, as in
Franklin’s experiments. Charge might then be siphoned from the clouds without causing a great
bolt. Alternatively, if the building did find itself in the path of a lightning strike, the destructive
power could be channeled away from the main structure by means of a conductive wire, just as a
damp set of clothes might channel the lightning away from an unlucky traveler’s body. Second,
he offered a potential source of supporting evidence. If doubt remained about the electrical
nature of lightning (or, we may add, about the power of points on such a large scale), a simple
test might be conducted:
On the top of some high tower or steeple, place a kind of sentry box (as in Fig. [2, left])
big enough to contain a man and an electrical [insulating] stand. From the middle of the
stand let an iron rod rise, and pass bending out of the door, and then upright 20 or 30 feet,
pointed very sharp at the end. If the electrical stand be kept clean and dry, a man standing
on it when such clouds are passing low, might be electrified, and afford sparks, the rod
drawing fire to him from the cloud.134
The reception, it seems, was little better than what his earlier speculations had received. As an
anonymous note from the Gentleman’s Magazine admitted a few years later,“we ridiculed Mr
Franklin’s project for emptying clouds of their thunder, and . . . could scarce conceive him to be
any other than an imaginary being.”135 The reasons for this ridicule are not stated, but they are
not difficult to imagine. Franklin’s protestations and subsequent adjustments to the design
notwithstanding, the experiment seemed dangerous.136 After all, Franklin himself had admitted
that points may invite strikes and that proximity to natural points such as trees could be deadly.
Worries of this sort were so plausible, in fact, that they continued to exercise influence well into
the 1770s and 1780s.137 Likely the greatest factor working against him, however, was the scope
of the project. Electricians fully expected to make useful discoveries in the long term, but
Franklin’s proposal was out of proportion given what had been accomplished to date. Using
electrification to treat a recalcitrant medical condition or as an agricultural aid of some sort was
plausible enough, but commanding the skies seemed like a project fit for a mythical figure.138
Still, Franklin’s meteorological ideas were not without supporters. Beyond his core group of
American sympathizers, there were indications of support from Royal Society Fellow William
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Stukeley, who built on Franklin’s hypotheses in proposing his own theory of electrical
earthquakes, and from France, where his remarks on lightning were cited by translator Dalibard
as representative of “the wisdom, the grandeur, and the finesse of his views.” Though the last of
the three to know, it was ultimately Dalibard himself who undertook the daring sentry box
experiment. Erected in Marly-la-ville, a small town North of Paris, Dalibard’s adaptation
consisted of a rod 1 inch in diameter and approximately 40 feet high. Its base rested on a plank
insulated atop three wine bottles and was kept upright by insulating silk lines attached to a
wooden scaffold (figure 2, right). Instructions on what to do in case of a storm were left with the
town prior, one Monseigneur Raulet, and a retired dragoon by the name of Coiffer. On May 10,
1752, they had their opportunity. Holding a simple Leyden jar against the rod, Coiffer drew “a
small brilliant spark” from the massive apparatus and proceeded to shoot a still larger one,
producing a loud crack. The experiment was repeated by Raulet, who had been called to the
scene soon afterward, and then shown several times before independent witnesses, each
experiment lasting the duration of “a pater and an ave.”139 Coiffer wrote to Dalibard that day, and
on May 13, word of the result was sent to the Royal Academy. “Mr. Franklin's idea,” Dalibard
wrote in his description of the experiment, “ceases to be a conjecture; it has become a reality, and
I dare say that the more we delve into everything he has published on electricity, the more we
will recognize how much physics owes him on this count.”140
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Figure 2. Left, image of the sentry-box experiment as initially proposed by Franklin. A man
stands on an insulating resin stand and subjects himself to electrification by means of a
20-to-30-foot iron rod. Right, Dalibard’s implementation of the design. A rod of 40 feet is held
upright by 30-foot scaffolding and silk cords. Instead of electrifying an experimenter directly,
sparks are drawn from the rod (Wellcome Collection).
From here, the already popular Franklin experienced a massive surge in support. Dalibard’s
success was soon duplicated by electricians across Europe, including by Le Monnier and Nollet
in France; Mylius and Ludolf in Germany; and Canton, Wilson, and Bevis in England.141
Franklin, for his part, reported similar results using a flying silk kite instead of a great rod,
followed a year later by John Lining in “Charles Town,” South Carolina.142 The recently
published French translation, the Journal des Scavans reported in 1753, “was eagerly sought out
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and read with the surprise caused by the extraordinary. We were amazed to see that there was not
only a way of touching the fire of Heaven, but of exhausting the matter and protecting ourselves
from it, as well.”143 So powerful was demand, in fact, that a second, expanded edition was
released less than a year later. In England, meanwhile, the Royal Society “made [Franklin] more
than amends for the slight with which they had before treated [him],” electing him to
membership in the society unsolicited, waiving the customary fees associated with fellowship,
and providing him with copies of the Philosophical Transactions gratis for the remainder of his
life.144 And if this was not enough, on November 30, 1753, he was awarded the society’s Copley
Medal “as a mark of distinction due to his unquestionable merit.”145
With continued discussion, the celebrations only became more intense. In the coming decades,
Franklin was increasingly described not only as “ingenious,” a common word of praise at the
time, but “immortal” and far in advance of any contemporary.146 Electricians began to identify as
“Franklinists” and at some point, though it is difficult to say precisely when, Franklin became a
figure nearly divine in his powers.147 “A great and magnificent discovery,” one contemporary
declares, “was reserved for these times; and this is Electricity, the terrible effects of which have
placed mankind on an equality with the gods of antiquity, whilst Franklin, like another
Prometheus, acquired the art of stealing the celestial fire, and rendering it docile to his laws.”148
“In a few centuries,” another text declares, “Franklin will be regarded as a god.”149 In at least one
case, that of Franklin’s friend and correspondent Erasmus Darwin, he was even made the subject
of epic poetry, the naturalist’s Botanic Garden including sections in which the heroic Franklin
pierces thunderous “monsters” with his pointed rods, slays vampires, and forms an alliance with
Cupid, the god of love, to wrench lightning from Jove’s own hand.150

The Politics of Franklinism
Ironically, the lightning rod is one of Franklin’s less impressive results, at least where his theory
of electricity is concerned. That lightning was electrical in nature was widely assumed at the
time, and as we have seen, the idea that pointed bodies could siphon electricity had been floated
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by Waitz in 1745.151 More troubling (and as was the case with Waitz as well), the success was
something of a puzzle for Franklin. That pointed bodies might “throw off” electric material more
readily than blunt ones made sense given the fluid metaphor. Similar behaviors can be seen every
day in the behavior of water, oil, and other liquids. The same could not be said of the points’
ability to draw charge away from distant bodies, however, and this is where Franklin struggled.
The closest he came to an explanation at the time was to invoke a rather different sort of
metaphor: “as in plucking the hairs from the horse's tail, a degree of strength insufficient to pull
away a handful at once, could yet easily strip it hair by hair; so a blunt body presented cannot
draw off a number of particles at once, but a pointed one, with no greater force, takes them away
easily, particle by particle.”152 The shortcomings of the proposal were plain, though. There was
no natural connection to the rest of his framework, and as the historian John Heilbron has noted,
the discussion involves Franklin in a few outright inconsistencies—confusing force with pressure
and attributing contradictory properties to the forces shaping the atmospheres around electrified
bodies.153 Even as he presented it, Franklin admitted “serious doubts” as to the proposal’s
cogency, stating that he included it in his letter only because “a bad solution read, and its faults
discover’d, has often given rise to a good one in the mind of an ingenious reader.”154
The response to Franklin was never a simple matter of theoretical advantages or explanatory
scope, though; isms rarely are. Rather, as the vaunted prose of the previous section indicates,
both he and the rod tapped into something much larger. The eighteenth century was, quite
famously, one of stark and in some cases revolutionary ideological shifts, of growing secularism
in matters of religion, of increasing liberalism and (in some cases) egalitarianism in the realm of
politics, and a resurgence of the skeptical and materialist metaphysics that had marked the
Hellenistic period. Economically, the era witnessed the beginnings of industrialization and the
emergence of the middling classes—the lawyers, printers, and medical men—as a major power.
It was also an era of great conflict. Absolutism was dominant in most of Europe, and many of the
best-known advocates of the Enlightenment project, including Diderot, Voltaire, and Rousseau,
were either imprisoned or exiled; still more found their works subject to censorship. By the end
of the century, tensions between the state and its dissidents had escalated to the point of
revolution, with secularist republican uprisings taking place in America, Belgium, France, and
the kingdom of Liege.
From the outset, natural philosophy was a major battleground in the ideological conflict. The
new experimental philosophy was often framed as an alternative to scriptural, ecclesiastical, and
royal authority, making its success an essential part of the secularist and later republican cause
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(although such celebrated predecessors as Newton and Boyle were devoutly religious). At the
same time, the culture and rhetoric of natural philosophy was deeply influenced by wider societal
trends.155 Electricity was no exception. As Schaffer notes, electricians working in the early to
middle parts of the century typically presented their work as a route to greater faith, framing
electricity’s mysteries as a rebuke to human pride and a source of reverence for the divine
order.156 Many were either churchmen or nobles, particularly in Continental Europe, and in terms
of politics, their influence leaned somewhat conservative, with some arguing quite explicitly that
the political order reflected the divine and natural order.157 By the latter decades of the century,
however, matters had shifted significantly. Worries about human reason overstepping its bounds
had ceded considerable ground to the concern that it might be fettered, and many electricians
proved outright hostile to authorities other than reason and experiment. It was in this vein that, in
1774, Preistley labeled it “ill policy” on the part of Pope Leo X to support liberal education: “He
was cherishing an enemy in disguise. And the English hierarchy (if there be any thing unsound in
its constitution) has equal reason to tremble even at an air-pump, or an electrical machine.” In the
same vein, in 1794, French papers printed cartoons of a glass generator “giving the despots a
blow that topples their thrones” (see figure 3).158
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Figure 3. A French Republican soldier electrifies the pope and various regents with the aid of a
liberty-cap-wearing generator (Bibliothèque National de France).
It is within this charged context that Franklin’s reception and the particular potency of the Marly
result must be understood. Whatever the difficulties of his theory, Franklin and his daring
experiments were ideally suited for the rebellious intellectuals’ cause—making him a
Prometheus in an age all too ready to see one. To start with, there were the facts of his origin. In
contrast with many of his European counterparts, particularly in France, Franklin was not a
churchman or aristocrat but a freethinking printer.159 Accordingly, he was, for the most part,
self-taught. His ideas were a reflection of his own “industry,” emerging not from the halls of
decadent and over-refined Europe but in the wilds of Quaker Pennsylvania—an almost mythical
land for the philosophes of continental Europe.160 Franklin, it could be argued, was a new man
for a new age: a symbol of what was possible when philosophical inquiry was freed from the
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institutions and ideologies of Europe.161 As the ubiquitous Promethean comparison attests,
moreover, his work was far from neutral in terms of its theological implications.162 Lightning had
long been understood as a tool of divine punishment, and while this view was less common
among electricians, the thought that electricity and other “active powers,” such as magnetism and
gravitation, were sites of divine action was not. Such a view had been espoused by Newton
himself, and as late as 1746, Royal Society fellow John Freke could declare electricity a power
unsurpassed in dignity among sublunary phenomena, “for by it you may be acquainted with the
immediate officer of God Almighty.”163 In rendering lightning subject to human control, then,
Franklin had struck a blow of considerable polemic force. As the zealous electrician George
Morgan declared some decades later, the discovery had “enabled the most common artificer to
avert every danger attending a thunder-storm, and consequently to silence every apprehension. It
t[aught] the vulgar mind to smile at a thousand religious ceremonies, before the reverence of
whose age, and the dignity of whose priests, the ostentation of modern hierarchies dwindles into
meanness and mummery.”164
Seeing some of its deepest hopes and prejudices confirmed, word of the American and his
accomplishment spread quickly through the Enlightenment community. Even before the Marly
result, Franklin had had something of a following there. In England, his earliest supporters
appear to have been religious dissenters or figures who went on to become Franklin’s associates
in the Club of Honest Whigs, while in France, the cause was first associated with the friend
network of Materialist and noted Natural Historian Georges Buffon.165 In the wake of the Marly
experiment, however, the American’s reputation experienced an unprecedented surge.
Franklinism, as it was soon called, spread rapidly through the coffeehouses and salons of Europe,
becoming common not only among electricians or physicists but among the full range of
intellectuals. Franklin was celebrated in unmeasured terms by the likes of Diderot and Kant,
promoted and echoed by Hume, and made to best the gods in the writings of Darwin and
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d’Holbach.166 In a show of support, Voltaire erected a rod at his estate in Ferney.167 Though the
faith was not universal, Franklinism became a marker of cultural affiliation, one might even say
taste; to be in favor of Franklin was to be in favor of progress and humanity.
This tendency was only reinforced by the opposition Franklin earned.168 For one, objections to
the rod were often presented on religious grounds. Franklin’s most prominent critic, the abbe
Nollet, is purported to have labeled it “as impious to ward off God’s lightnings as for a child to
resist the chastening rod of the father,” for instance, and in Franklin’s own birthplace of Boston,
preachers blamed a recent series of earthquakes on the technology.169 Given the already growing
secularism of the era, it became all too easy to see the issue as a crusade against superstition and
to cast opposition to Franklin as retrograde.170 Such a response can be seen, for instance, in John
Adams’ comparison of hostility to lightning rods with opposition to preventative medicine: “This
invention of iron points, to prevent the danger of thunder,” he wrote in his copy of John
Winthrop’s Lecture on Earthquakes, “has met with all that opposition from the superstition,
affectation of piety, and jealousy of new inventions, that inoculation to prevent the danger of the
small pox, and all other usefull [sic] discoveries, have met with in all ages of the world.”171 The
comparison would be repeated in his Defence of the Constitutions of Government of the United
States of America and again in Voltaire’s Dictionnaire Philosophique.172
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Hell-Torments, which has set the little Republic of Neuf-chatel in combustion. I have ventur’d to
recommend to his Lordship the abridging these torments as much as possible, and have usd [sic] the
freedom to employ your name, as well as my own, in this request: I have told him, that, as we have taken so
much pains to preserve him and his subjects from the fires of Heaven, they cannot do less than to guard us
from the fires of Hell.
In the next paragraph, he remarks:
I am very sorry, that you intend soon to leave our hemisphere. America has sent us many good things, gold,
silver, sugar, tobacco, indigo &c.: But you are the first philosopher, and indeed the first Great Man of
Letters for whom we are beholden to her: it is our own fault, that we have not kept him: Whence it appears,
that we do not agree with Solomon, that wisdom is above gold: For we take care never to send back an
ounce of the latter, which we once lay our fingers upon.
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This was, to some extent, recognized at the time. “The disputes which this doctrine had at the time to face on the
part of Abbé Nollet,” one French author observed in 1773, “only served to make it studied with more care, & gave it
all the luster it deserves” (“Extrait de la doctrine de M. Franklin sur l'électricité,” 204).
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typically sourced to Park Benjamin’s History of Electricity, 592. I have been unable to find a source in Nollet’s
writings, however, though Franklinists of the time were quick to accuse Nollet of thinking the rod presumptuous.
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Thus, in a 1753 letter (Benjamin Franklin to Cadwallader Colden, 12 April 1753), Franklin states of Nollet that
“he speaks as if he thought it presumption in man, to propose guarding himself against the thunders of heaven!
Surely the thunder of heaven is no more supernatural than the rain, hail or sunshine of heaven, against the
inconveniencies of which we guard by roofs and shades without scruple.”
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“Tonnerre,” Dictionnaire philosophique (Bacquenois, 1838).
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The same dynamic can be seen in matters of state. In an era of growing republican sentiment,
Franklin’s staunchest opponents were often conservative figures, such as Reaumur in France or
Benjamin Wilson in England, and even where republicanism was not brewing, the actions of
Franklin’s critics could prove alienating. The clearest example of this comes from the dispute
over lightning rods in Britain. Fearing that Franklin’s sharp-pointed design might attract
lightning, Wilson began arguing for the adoption of shorter, blunted rods instead, making
references to Franklin’s political activities and direct appeals to royal authority in doing so.173
Most famously, he conducted a series of demonstrations at the Pantheon in London, including for
the royal family. George III was reportedly so persuaded that he pushed friends in the aristocracy
to remove the pointed rods from their own homes and ordered copies of Wilson’s reports sent to
the regents of Russia and Prussia.174 Though it was far from a radical institution, this appeal to
political authority brought a sharp backlash from the Royal Society.175 Society President John
Pringle resigned his post when pressured by the king to shift the society’s stance, and Wilson’s
actions were vocally decried at its meetings. “Dr. [Samuel] Horseley the Secretary in company
with a Mr. Pore (their Orator) and Mr. [Alexander] Aubert,” the electrician reports of one such
meeting, “spoke louldly [sic] exclaiming against me as a disturber of the peace of the Royal
Society and that I was liable by the Statutes to be expelled &c. &c. &c.”176 Once again Franklin
could be cast as a kind of Prometheus, punished for his defiance.
Thus, as time went on, Franklin took on a saintly aura. Educated readers, knowing his reputation
and positively disposed to what he represented, turned to his theory not with a dispassionate eye
but with the understanding that it contained some great insight or knowledge that was in danger
of being suppressed. Whether the rod was related to his wider theory or whether the theory was
satisfactory on all points, it is hard to stand against one so often compared to a god or one whose
life and accomplishments seem to model the reality a reader wishes to build. Where departures
from Franklin’s account emerged, then, they were often framed as revisions instead of new
systems. Though the theories of Cavendish and Aepinus differ as much from Franklin’s as
Franklin’s did from Waitz’s, neither philosopher presented themselves or were taken as opposing
forces. As was noted at the outset, Franklin’s approach was never universal. There were always
dissenters, and by the end of the century, there were even rivals.177 Nevertheless, his presence
marked something new in electricity: a figure whose banner spread far enough to form a
community of common purpose, a shared starting point. “If his ideas do not please in all their
universality,” one French observer remarked, “one cannot help admitting that there are great
173
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distribution of electrical fluid(s) subject to attractive and repulsive forces.
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views, important remarks, seeds, so to speak, of new discoveries which will bear fruit in their
time.”178

Concluding Remarks
To the question of what set Franklin apart—what secured adoption of his ideas and the formation
of Franklinism as a distinct faction in physics—we may provide several answers. On one level, it
was a matter of interest and communication. In a way that was rare in previous work on
electricity but became increasingly common afterward, Franklin’s studies were focused not
simply on providing explanations but on constructing models, stand-ins that could be used to
anticipate and work around the mechanisms they described. In describing and illustrating these
models, moreover, he was far more direct and simpler to understand than his predecessors. It is a
testament to Franklin’s skill as an expositor and stylist that one finds his thinking at work even
today. Indeed, for everyday purposes, one could well say that the Franklinian system was never
superseded. The practical electrician, the engineer, and quite a few scientists working outside of
physics and chemistry proper will generally find themselves relying less on electrons than on a
more sophisticated version of Franklin’s bookkeeping model. Franklin may not have been the
first to enunciate the high-level principles of the fluid theory, but he was the first to do so in a
legible and immediately applicable way, a far more important accomplishment in the long term.
Part of why he was able to do this, of course, was technological. Prior to the creation and
refinement of the Leyden jar, electrical phenomena were less predictable and harder to control.
Had Franklin’s version of the fluid theory been articulated a decade or two earlier, it is far from
clear that it would have had a similar effect. As it happened, though, Franklin entered the field at
a moment when his approach was incredibly valuable, when the direct, theory-forward approach
was not only viable but allowed for much more powerful and compelling demonstrations than a
more exploratory approach was likely to yield. Finally, Franklin proved a compelling figure
because of what he represented. Between his origins in the new world, his political and religious
dissent, and the spectacular nature of the lightning rod, Franklin was ideally poised to represent
the new wave in natural philosophy—a new man for a new age.
At the time of his writing and for generations afterward, the American philosopher was
compared to Prometheus; the comparison is more apt than contemporary readers may realize. In
Aeschylus’s telling, at least, Prometheus is celebrated not for bringing knowledge of fire in any
abstract sense but for teaching humanity how it and the other forces of nature may be used for
their benefit. His gifts were not limited to fire but encompassed the full range of useful arts,
including medicine, animal husbandry, and navigation. Even in the case of fire, one will note, it
is not the phenomenon’s demonstration that the titan prides himself on, but the gift to humanity
of something from which it “will learn many skills.”179 He speaks to humanity not, as Apollo
178
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does, in the oracular mode but in the language of the crafts and trades (though his instruction
bears on prophecy as well). What is more, he does so in an explicit act of rebellion. He is, in this
sense, a rather democratic figure. The same may be said of Franklin. He may not have been the
first to adopt conservation principles or to appeal to a subtle elastic fluid in his theory of
electricity. Yet he was the first to render such knowledge clear and, in the long run, useful. In his
philosophical and political work, Franklin can be seen as leaving some portion of humanity more
autonomous than it had been before—less subject to forces outside their control.
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Appendix: The Explanatory Resources of Franklin and
Waitz’s Accounts
As we’ve seen, there is substantial overlap in principles between Waitz’s fluid theory of
electricity and that developed by Franklin just a couple of years later. Ultimately, both accounts
hinge on the distribution and movement of a conserved elastic fluid composed of mutually
repulsive particles attracted to other forms of matter. Given this, it is unsurprising that the two
systems have similar explanatory resources. Faced with a given phenomenon, the two texts often
arrive at fundamentally similar solutions. Their central points of overlap are described below.
The Power of Points
Both accounts include a role for body shape in directing fluid flow, and more specifically, both
argue that pointed bodies are better at drawing in and giving off steady streams of electric fluid.
As we’ve already seen, both works struggle to explain the former property in terms consonant
with their overarching fluid framing.
The Relation of Conductivity to Frictional Electricity
The fact that conductive materials are typically harder to electrify by rubbing is explained in both
works by appealing to the materials’ differing capacities and rates of absorption:180
● Highly absorbent, low-capacity materials such as iron prove best at channeling electricity.
Having less space for fluid, they exert a stronger push toward equilibrium when a given
quantity of fluid is added or taken from them, and as they offer less resistance to the
fluid—actively drawing it in as a sponge does water—there is little to prevent this electric
pressure (or vacuum) from finding an outlet on the other side of the body. The same
principle explains why it is necessary to place metals atop bodies like glass when
electrifying them. The less/non-absorptive glass slows/halts the metal’s loss of fluid.181
● Highly absorbent, low-capacity materials are harder to electrify by friction. A quantity of
fluid removed from/added to a low-capacity material by rubbing will be under greater
pressure to return than the same quantity would be if taken from a high-capacity material,
as the former will have been pushed further from the equilibrium state in relative terms.182
The material’s low resistance means that this pressure will be alleviated more quickly.
The opposite pattern holds for glass.
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Attraction and Repulsion
The two accounts offer similar ways of explaining why lightweight materials such as gold leaf
are attracted and then repelled by rubbed glass:
● At the beginning of the experiment, the two objects have starkly different concentrations
of electric fluid relative to their equilibrium amounts, owing to the glass rod’s losing
(Waitz) or gaining (Franklin) electric material when rubbed.
● This change in the concentration within the object leads to the creation of an atmosphere
around it as the object seeks to restore its equilibrium.
● A light object with a normal amount of electric fluid may then be brought near enough to
the rod for it to exert influence. Because common matter and electric matter are mutually
attractive, the two objects will be drawn together, the lighter one moving more due to its
smaller mass.
● As they come into contact, the electric matter will split itself between them, neutralizing
the attractive force.
● Finally, the same fundamental forces will send the two apart again. On Franklin’s
account, this is accomplished by the overabundance of fluid in the two bodies driving
them apart. For Waitz, who interprets the glass as deprived rather than overfilled by
rubbing, the same is accomplished by differential attraction. The light body, having split
its meager electric fluid with the larger body, finds itself more attracted to the electrical
fluid in the surrounding air than in the still-deprived glass and acts accordingly (the same
mechanism, one will note, was invoked by the Franklinian Giambatista Beccaria when
confronted with two deprived bodies repelling one another).183
The Leyden Jar
Though Waitz wrote too early to address it directly, there is a case to be made that he had the
resources needed to account for the Leyden jar. The narrative would run roughly as follows:
● In keeping with his analysis of the globe generator in other contexts, the explanation
would begin with the extraction of electric fluid from the interior of the jar, rendering it
“deprived” and producing an excess of fluid on the rubbing cushion. Given that Waitz
sees the fluid as elastic and attracted to common matter, this fluid would naturally be
propelled outward and drawn toward regions with a relative paucity of fluid—the jar’s
interior being the main one in this scenario.
● From the rubbing cushion, the only materials that the fluid could flow into would be the
glass globe from whence it came, the air surrounding it, or the generator’s frame. Of
these, wood would be the most permeable, so the fluid would go there first.
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● Once the generator’s frame had acquired its measure of the fluid, the next region would
be the body of the experimenter driving it or, depending on the setup, the ground on
which the experimenter and machine stood.
● At the same time, the deprivation inside the jar and along the wire and prime conductor
leading into it would exert a strong attractive force, drawing fluid up the body of the
experimenter (the ground, etc.) and toward the hand closest to the jar. (Note: this step
requires a strong reading of Waitz’s appeal to the inverse square law and use of
Newtonian terminology).
● Given the intervening glass’s slow rate of fluid absorption, however, electric material
would begin to pool around the jar’s base much as water builds up behind a clogged pipe
or next to a clump of leaves on a sewer grate.
● Once a sufficiently large quantity of fluid had built up along the outer surface of the jar,
sparks could be produced by creating a path for the fluid to flow back to the jar’s
interior.184
From here, most of the jar’s behaviors follow more or less directly. Some examples:
● The long duration of the jar’s charge is explained by the low fluid absorption of glass and
the surrounding air. More humid air would undermine this feature, as would breaks or
impurities in the glass.
● Thinner jars work better because the interior exerts a greater attractive force on the
electric fluid, attraction being a function of distance, and this causes more fluid to pool at
the base. The same principle explains why it is difficult to charge a jar atop an insulating
stand.
● A charged jar cannot be discharged when the base is insulated because (1) the fluid
pooled at the base exerts a repulsive force on fluid that would enter the inside, and (2)
any fluid drawn into the jar would be pulled not from an excess pool of fluid, as in the
normal experiment, but from bodies at or near their equilibrium amount.
It is unclear whether Waitz would have arrived at the explanation sketched above. Making sense
of the charging arrangements requires tracing a lengthy chain of interactions, some of them easy
to overlook (e.g., the role of the experimenter’s own body). The explanation would also have
required Waitz to adopt some difficult positions. One difficulty, discussed at length in Franklin’s
case, would have been the application of his inverse square law regarding attraction/repulsion to
macroscopic distances—a move that would have been tantamount to admitting action at a
184

A similar case of sparks resulting from “deprived” fluid circling back to the material from whence it came is
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distance. Another potential problem, as in Franklin’s case, would have been accounting for the
fact that light objects could be moved from inside sealed glass jars. Waitz, like most
experimenters before the creation of the Leyden jar, assumed that this was a result of some
electric matter making its way through the glass. To account for the remarkable duration of the
jar’s charges, however, this simple explanation would have to be given up in favor of a more
complex one based on the interplay of attractive and repulsive forces acting over distances. The
jar may have persuaded him to do so—his embrace of Aepinus’ revisions to the fluid theory
shows that he was open to adjustment.185 Even if he hadn’t, though, the fact that such a move was
available to him suggests that the principal difference between Waitz and Franklin is not their
theoretical principles so much as their willingness to follow these principles into unpopular or
paradoxical territory.
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